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WORLD BULK WINE EXHIBITION 2018
The World Bulk Wine Exhibition is the biggest fair worldwide devoted to the
bulk wine business.
An event that gathers 75% of the bulk wine exported at a global level during a
period of two days.
In 2018, the WBWE will have been operating for 10 years attracting the whole
international wine sector to Amsterdam with the same goal: TO DO BUSINESS.

200
PRODUCERS

FOR 22 COUNTRIES

6.500

60

VISITORS

COUNTRIES

22 producing countries: Germany, Argentina, Armenia, Australia, Belgium,
Chile, China, USA, Slovakia, Spain, France, Georgia, Holland, Hungary, Italy,
Malaysia, Moldavia, New Zealand, Portugal, Romania, United Kingdom and
South Africa.
The WBWE is the forum where the most important commercial transactions
of each harvest are decided. A not-to-be-missed event for those producers,
importers, brokers, purchasing managers… In short, for all those professionals from the sector who would like to discover the global trends which will
define each harvest to not to be left out.
The bulk wine market is increasingly growing each year; nowadays, 40% of
the wine exported at a global level is in bulk, and amounts to more than 3,000
million euros. At the WBWE, organic, still or sparkling wines, or wines with or
without a PDO or a PGI can be found, but also distilled beverages, spirits and
liquors, thus broadening the business possibilities for the fair’s attendees.

BUSINESS, BUSINESS, BUSINESS… AND
MUCH MORE
CYCLE OF CONFERENCES
Dialogue, debate and analysis by some of the world’s most relevant players
and personalities from the sector.
Images of some of the most relevant participants from the previous exhibition with their statements

INTERNATIONAL BULK WINE COMPETITION
The only wine competition in the entire world that promotes the quality of
bulk wines. Its prestige is endorsed by a panel of judges comprising more
than twenty respected professionals from 17 countries from across five continents.

THE ART OF BLENDING WINE
An advanced seminar for professionals from the sector who would like to
learn and share knowledge, techniques and styles, during two days, with
some of the world’s most renowned speakers.

VOICE OF WINE
The Voice of Wine is an award conceived by the World Bulk Wine Exhibition
with the aim of recognizing and awarding the work of those individuals or
collectives that stand out for the defense of wine values and for their fight in
favor of this such an important sector from the economic, cultural and social
points of view.

THE BULK WINE CLUB
The biggest on-line platform for bulk wine business. An ongoing meeting
point which offers the most strategic tools for professionals from the wine
industry.

SILENT TASTING ROOM
The opportunity to taste more than 300 wine references in an independent
but well-documented way. A unique occasion to taste the world’s harvest in a
single day.

THE VINE
The Vine is the biggest meeting point in order to encourage synergies
between all businesses which evolve around the grape and wine.

THE VINE SCIENCE AWARD
Within the area The Vine, The Vine Science Award recognizes the best
research projects concerning the obtaining, application and valorization of
byproducts from the vine and wine, as well as from its residues.

If you don’t want to miss
out in a year of strategic
importance for the whole
industry, book your place at
the WBWE 2018 as of now!

GOURMET AREA
Area dedicated to gastronomic experimentation via an atelier-tasting session
with culinary proposals inspired by the winegrowing regions from the participant countries.

